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The Bad Day

(...some facts are real...some are not....)
...this is a really bad day and the start of a bad few years...
The Good Day…

Research is performed and published

Academic goals are met

We go home
How will you get to the Good Day?

Luck?  Plan?
The Good Day at the U of A
Competent Supervisor

Designate on Absence

Take the Supervisor’s EHS PD eLearning

The Good Day at the U of A
Hazard Identification, Assessment & Control

Documented process required by law

Use the HAWApp

Field Activity Plan for field research

Helps you know what controls are needed to work safely
**Training & Competency**

Use your hazard assessment to help you determine training needs

Orientation, Onboarding, Generic, Specific, Refresher

Keep records of training on file
Emergency & Continuity Plans

Develop Unit Action Plans from Templates

Develop Operational Continuity Plans from Templates

Incident Reporting
Other things to get you to the Good Day at the U of A

Plan for the Good Day - safety doesn’t just happen; it is caused

Don’t forget the Environment - consider releases to air, water, ground and lifecycle/decommissioning costs
Other things to get you to the Good Day at the U of A

Research equipment

**Test It Out** - don’t wait for your warranty to lapse

Just like safety, **preventive maintenance isn’t someone else’s job**
Other things to get you to the Good Day at the U of A

Regulator Support

The Federal, Provincial and Municipal governments are watching - **EHS is the institutional lead with many regulators**

...*do prepare for the Bad Day - so that it isn’t as bad*
Advancing research and learning with trusted guidance and tools
Questions?

Thank You!